Temporal characteristics of tactile stimuli influence the response profile of cerebellar Golgi cells.
An increasing number of studies have investigated the effect of stimulation parameters on neuronal response properties. Here, we describe the effect of temporal characteristics of tactile stimuli, more specifically the stimulation frequency and duration, on the response profile of simultaneously recorded cerebellar and cerebral cortical units in ketamine-xylazine anaesthetized rats. Long stimulus durations (>50 ms) elicited ON and OFF excitatory components in response to the stimulus onset and offset respectively, in both the cortex and the cerebellum. Golgi cells responded on average 7.5 ms later to the stimulus withdrawal than to the stimulus onset. Furthermore, the corticopontine OFF responses in the cerebellum and OFF responses in the cortex showed congruent latency decreases and amplitude increases for longer stimulus durations (50-200 ms). Decreasing the stimulus frequency similarly affected the latency and amplitude of the responses for inter-stimuli intervals shorter than 200 ms. In view of these results, we speculate that the stimulus offset is regarded as a novel input, because both paradigms resulted in similar response amplitude and latency modifications. Finally, the results suggest that a 100-200 ms time window can be of particular importance for cerebellar processing of information in the somatosensory system.